German Engineering. Global Value.

Leadership in Aesthetic Lasers
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Perfect, unblemished skin is often recognized as a sign of health
and beauty. Hereditary, voluntary, and environmental factors
often mar the silky smooth complexion associated with well
being. Lasers have become the treatment of choice for most
procedures and there is an increased interest for sophisticated
yet practical devices. It is a challenge to meet the demand by
patients and physicians for more applications with measurable
results. A.R.C. Laser meets this challenge around the globe
with state-of-the-art lasers for skin rejuvenation, liposculpture,
venous closure and skin resurfacing

C-LAS

C-LAS: THE CO24U
Design, Performance and Value Finally Converge
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INNOVATION
A high speed scanner provides
fractional skin ablation using the
carbon dioxide laser – the gold
standard for laser resurfacing.
Controlled spacing and depth of
penetration enables customized
treatments for epidermal pigment, skin texture, skin laxity,
rhytids and acne scars.
ADVANTAGE:
MAXIMUM RESULTS. MINIMUM DOWNTIME.

C-LAS: THE CO24U
ENGINEERED FOR PERFOMANCE
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Elegant Design with Power to spare

More than adequate output power to tissue is
delivered through a complete range of accessories
for multiple surgical applications.
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The ergonomically designed
workstation provides ease
of mobility and acrylic “see
through” storage for accessories.

A.R.C. Micromanipulator
achieves spot sizes less
than 200µ enabling precision microsurgery.

Adapters are available
for most commonly used
operating microscopes.

Multiple Choices

hh Surgical Scanner
hh Fractional Resurfacing Scanner
hh Operating Microscope adapters
hh Selection of hand pieces
A.R.C. CO2 Laser Applications: Skin Resurfacing,
Tissue Remodeling, Skin Tightening, Ablation, Scar
Revision, Epidermal Pigment, and more!

Key advantages are ease of use
and versatility.
Cutting with the UHP and Waveguide

UHP - Waveguide

hh Cutting
hh Ablation
hh Coagulation
Adapters for most commonly used microscopes for convenient and precise
operation
Mobility
Scanner

Designed to meet the demands
of any clinic or O.R.

Aesthetic Laser therapy with A.R.C. Lasers
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Dimensions C-LAS with medical cart

Dimensions C-LAS

Articulated arm

Specifications Articulated arm

Using a 7 knuckle articulated arm, it
is easy to manipulate and guide the
lasers beam easily. Very stable and
reliable.
Spring balanced weight keeps the
arm always vertical. Laser light Loss
in the arm is less then 20% of the
input power. Therefore no thermal
stress to the optics and mechanic.
The arm can be attached to different
hand pieces and to our scanner.

Maximum lenght:

1.65 m

Mirrors CO²:

Gold plated

Transmission:

10600 nm

Waveguide

Specifications Waveguide

Very flexible and easy to use
power up to 25 Watts at the end of
this waveguide , makes it the ideal
tool in Laser surgery.
You can use the CO² Laser almost
with the same flexibility like any
other fiber based systems.

Inside-Ø:

540 µm

Coating:

Silver Halodide

Length:

2m

Adaption:

Microscope and

and visible light
Variation of focus: > than 5 mrad

C-LAS with articulated arm

Cladding

(low refractive index)

Fiber
jacket
Silica Glass Core

(high refractive index)

Waveguide

Hand pieces
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Dimensions C-LAS, articulated arm

Micro Manipulator

Laser

CO² / Ceramic Tube

Wavelength - Power

10.600 nm
10.600 nm

Mode of operation

Gauss

Pulse length

CW - Pulsed adjustable

Pulse interval

10 ms to CW

Aiming beam

Diode 635 nm

Dimensions (B x L x H)

478 x 200 x 491 mm

Weight

18 kg with WaveGuide

Power requirement

110 - 230 V / 50-60Hz -10A

25 Watt, at distal end WG
30 Watt, at distal end articulated arm

Technical specifications may change due to advances in design without notice.

Micro Manipulator

Specifications

Adapts to all standard Microscopes.
We use the so called mirror principle, which has the CO² beam ant
the aiming beam in the same focal
plane. Whether cutting , coagulation or ablation this manipulator allows different spot sizes and easy
handling of the focal plane. Why
buy the copy, when you can buy the
original?

Principle:

Mirror

Range:

±10 mm Circle

Adapter:

For Zeiss / Leica /
Topcon

Laser Tube
A solid metal, ceramic construction is the guarantee for a long life time.The
advantage of an RF excited tube is, no gas pumping throut the life time. This
technique has been proven in more than thousands of industrial installations.
Why not in medicine?

Laser Tubes

Tube construction
Mode structure
Resonator
Driver

Metal-Ceramic
Tem00
Stable
RF Excited at 100 MHz

Fractionated-Scanner – real speed, no magic
Two mirrors X-Y moving at a speed of max. 2000 mm/sec.
A scanning of 40 x 40mm is faster then you would follow with your eyes.
The coating of those mirrors are available in different ranges to allow a scanning of the Nuvolas as well.In connection to the µ Manipulator of the Microscope, this is the design you were waiting for. Fraxel , Lines or any figures can
be programmed and scanned at a speed you choose.
Scan speed
Scan angle
Voltage to driver
Programming
Fractionated C02-Technology

3000 mm/ sec-max
15° bi-directional
110 - 230 V/ 4A

Remote control easy touch

Specifications CHIROLAS / FOX

267 mm
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181 mm

465 mm

Dimensions CHIROLAS

Fiber
The Easy click Connector does not require any turning of screws after it is in
Place. Click in it - it fits.The fibers are
attractively priced, thanks to the plastic
click connector. Fibers are available in
different sizes up to 600 µ.
For those who would like to use the fibers more than one time, we can supply cutters and cleavers to shorten the
fibers after the distal end was used.
However we prefer to send you single
use fibers for easy use.
Laser Diode

Specifications
Laser

Dimensions FOX

Built to our specifications. High Power
Diodes with extended life time. The Diode can withstand temperatures up to
80° C: hard soldering and gold plating
make this Diode on of the best Lasers
in the world. With the high efficiency >
10 W and the compact size , this is the
best you can buy today.
Fiber Coupler
Why to manufacture expensive probes?
With the requirement of having the precise alignment in the device, not in the
fibers, these fibers can be produced in
high quantities at a reasonable price.

The patented connector will be detected
in the device and you are ready to go.
Easy and reliable.
Hand pieces
Whether you prefer the plastic singe use
hand piece or the reusable material, we
have both with the same specifications.
You will find different length and sizes,
round or straight. If you have not found
your favorite, talk to us we will make it.

CHIROLAS	FOX
Diode

Diode

Wave length, Output power*

980 nm, 25 Watt

980 nm, 10 Watt

Pulse length, adjustable

2 ms to 750 ms, 1 s to 30 s, cw

1 ms to cw

Rep. frequency

1 Hz to approx. 10 Hz

4 ms to 1 sec.

Aiming beam

Diode (red) 635 nm, < 1mW

Diode (red) 650 nm, 2mW

Cooling

Forced air

-

Dimensions (W x L x H)

465 x 181 x 267 mm

12 x 21 x 10 cm

Weight

12 kg

1,2 kg ready to use

Power requirement

85 to 230 V, 50/60 Hz

Integrated rechargeable batteries

* at distal end. Technical specifications may change due to advances in design without notice.

Specifications NUVOLAS

267 mm
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181 mm

465 mm

Dimensions NUVOLAS

Output Energy
The indicated Power at the display is
the power availble at the distal end of
the hand piece or fiber. 8 Watts are the
real 8 Watts at tissue.
With the 300µ Fiber Energy densities
in the range of > 70Joules/ cm² are
available.The power is a true CW power and is present at the distal end ,
as long as the foot switch is pressed.
Cooling of the device is forced air. No
special requirements to the surrounding
environment.
Large TFT display
The size of the display is 5,7“ and therefore easy to read almost from every direction. The power chosen is indicated
in the center and can be changed by

the „i-drive“ switch on the lower right
side of the control panel. Using this „idrive“ you can select pulse or power
very quick without scanning thru different menus. The control panel can
be removed from the mains body and
placed at your convenience.

Fibers - Single use ?
As with the Fox or the Chirolas all fibers
are interchangeable.Easy click connectors allow a fast exchange of different
fibers. No time consuming turning of

Short pulse selection
High power selection
and short pulses are the
way to success. 20ms
and 8 Watts are very effective.The rise
time of the pulses are very steep and
contributes to the success of the treatment. Internal shutters will close to allow monitoring of the power selected
and will close after the timer has stopped the laser.

screws after the fiber is in place.An interanl shutter monitors whether the fibers are in place securely. Fibers are
available from 200µ up to 600µ reusable or disposable in sterile packages .

Specifications 	NUVOLAS
Laser

Diode pumped Nd-Yag

Wave length, Output power*

532 nm, 8 Watt

Pulse length

2ms - cw / adjustable

Rep. frequency

1 bis 6 Hz

Spot sizes

ø 0,3 / 0,5 / 1,0 mm

Aiming beam

Diode (rot) 635 nm, < 1mW

Cooling

Forced air

Dimensions (W x L x H)

465 x 181 x 267 mm

Weight

12 kg ready to use

Power requirement

85 to 230 V, 50/60 Hz

* at distal end. Technical specifications may change due to advances in design without notice.
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